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Foreword
This year’s Taxand Global Survey has again provided strong insight into the outlook and concerns
of multinationals in relation to corporate taxation.
In a year that has seen an unprecedented level of global co-ordination with regards to tax policy,
our survey reflects the key trends and suggests ways in which multinationals can navigate the ever
changing global tax climate.

Tax planning in a hostile environment

70%
of respondents

see corporate tax
on board agendas

Whether businesses are paying their share of tax remains a high profile question across the globe. 76% of our survey respondents
agreed that the exposure of corporate tax planning activity has a detrimental impact on a company’s reputation. Multinationals
should be prepared to proactively demonstrate that their tax planning activities are based on commercial substance.

Substance - Are you made of the right stuff?
74% of respondents felt that their tax authority has been more focused on substance in the last year. With increased scrutiny
worldwide, multinationals need to ensure that relevant substance policies are adhered to in all countries of operation, including
scrupulous documentation.

Legislative confusion and the desire for stability
Regulatory confusion remains front of mind for multinationals, with nearly three quarters of respondents saying that political
discussion around new tax measures is causing confusion amongst the C-suite. There is an increasing need for multinationals to
stay on top of legislative change and communicate openly with authorities, to ensure their strategic plans are not compromised.

The transfer pricing witch hunt
20% of respondents confirmed transfer pricing as the most challenging aspect of global taxation. Authorities have become more
confident in implementing TP adjustments, so maintenance of accurate documentation is essential to avoid the risk of double
taxation.

International tax reform – The impact of harmonisation and the ‘race to the bottom’
82% of global respondents felt that their tax authority had been co-operating more with other tax authorities around the world
over the past year. This has been encouraged by the OECD’s BEPS initiative, the outcomes of which could be a game changer.
Moreover countries worldwide continue to drive change through competing in a ‘race to the bottom’ of corporate tax rates, to
attract multinational investment.

Scrutiny and the search for tax revenues
73% of respondents are seeing a rise in the frequency of tax audits as governments across the globe continue to scramble for tax
revenues. Looking beyond corporate tax revenues is also an acknowledged trend – VAT, for example, is becoming an increasingly
pivotal revenue raiser.

Tax remains high on board agendas
The global trends outlined in this report all substantiate why tax issues remain high on boardroom agendas. Tax has become a
crucial element of multinationals’ business strategy with reputations and profitability at stake. Our survey has established that 70%
of respondents see corporate tax on board agendas, with the year ahead promising to be as important as the last as legislative
change is set to continue.

Frederic Donnedieu de Vabres,
Taxand Chairman
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Tax planning in a hostile environment
The global economic turmoil has led to the inevitable question:
Are businesses paying their fair share of tax? In Europe, where the UK’s
presidency of the G8 has pushed multinational taxation to the top of the
agenda, this question is key. In the US, the Senate introduced a bill aiming
to close tax loopholes and raise tax revenues to address the fiscal deficit.
Meanwhile, Asia continues to catch up with global tax trends, with GAAR
legislation either under consideration or in its infancy in many countries.

activity has a detrimental
impact on a company’s
reputation?
Yes

No

2013 Results
100%

80%

60%

88

55

82

76

Europe

Global

40%

Asia

Tax continues to be a significant reputational issue for multinationals. 76%
of survey respondents globally agreed that exposure of corporate tax
planning activity has a detrimental impact on a company’s reputation.
The results for the Americas showcase a sharp increase on last year and
the Europe result remains heightened amidst media scrutiny.
In Asia, corporate tax planning is becoming a central part of a business’
corporate governance; Taxand is seeing increased direct shareholder
communications defending a business’ position to reassure investors
amid negative media coverage.

public of corporate tax planning

Americas

In 2013, multinationals attempted to level the playing field by defending
their tax positions as lawful, though many still view certain planning
activity as ‘morally’ wrong. The mismatch in perception is a result
of multinationals’ need to manage varying tax regimes in different
jurisdictions alongside their fiduciary duty to shareholders. Consequently,
the G20 now aims to address so called ‘loopholes’ by enhancing
exchange of information.

Do you believe exposure to the

20%

0%

Multinationals remain steadfast on tax planning
approach

2012 Results
100%

Despite the lingering spotlight on multinationals’ tax activities,
approaches to tax planning are not changing:

80%

Has the intense media focus
on tax planning made you

31%

change your approach to tax

Yes

60%

No

planning?

40%
63

goals and initiatives often requires tax planning to be taken into account.
Ernesto Perez,
Taxand USA
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Taxand’s Take
activities, clearly demonstrating they are based on a foundation of commercial substance

Global

Regardless of the point of view, planning for a business’ global operational

72

Multinationals shouldn’t shy away from accountability and should not be afraid to discuss their planning
Europe

2) Respondents believe they will never fall victim to scrutiny.

88

0%
Asia

1) Respondents believe their approach to tax planning is watertight, even
under the most intense levels of scrutiny, or

64

20%

Americas

This could mean one of two things:

In a global economic environment as fluid as ours now is, bona fide tax
planning should be endorsed and even embraced. The roles of the finance and
tax departments are to contribute to shareholder value, as well as manage tax
responsibilities across jurisdictions.

Transparent communication between a company’s internal functions and shareholders to convey what drives
decision making has never been more important
Multinationals should undertake a strategic review of their corporate governance and operations using a tried
and tested approach to mitigate risks in the event of investigation
Multinationals should be prepared to respond quickly to adverse public attention on their tax structures and
consider publishing their tax policy in annual reports and online to achieve full transparency

www.taxand.com
www.taxand.com
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Are you made of the right stuff?
Two thirds of global trade takes place within multinational companies.

Do you feel your tax authority

Corporate tax campaigners and politicians use allegations of profit

has started to focus more on

shifting and inadequate proof of substance to exemplify supposed

substance over the last year?

illegitimate tax planning. Meanwhile tax authorities are focusing on how
Yes

to enforce rules to ensure the structure of multinationals’ operations are

No

made of the right stuff: substance.
100%

Globally,

26

74%

18

36

80%

60%

multinationals to demonstrate substance - the media glare has also
intensified on the tax structures being implemented. Businesses are

100

82

64

Europe

Asia and 100% in the Americas. It is not just the authorities pressuring

74

Asia

been more focused on substance in the last year, rising to 82% in

40%

Americas

Globally, 74% of respondents felt that their tax authority has

Global

of respondents felt
a focus on substance

20%

0%

responding to this; our survey showed that 22% of businesses are
bolstering substance through adding internal functions, personnel and
activities in certain jurisdictions.

Vicente Bootello,
Taxand Spain

These results are unsurprising given that tax authorities are looking in
increasing detail at every element of business activity and seeking sufficient
substance at all levels. Whilst their primary focus may be on strategic growth
initiatives, be that organic or through acquisitions, multinationals need to
consider how to demonstrate substance and business rationale within their
existing businesses to ensure compliance.

Since the early 1900s there’s been a paradigm shift in travel, technology and global markets, yet the laws that govern tax
residency have little changed. Initiatives by the UN and EU may help to bring clarity, but the location of taxable profits or
permanent establishment is increasingly complex for multinationals, particularly those with intangible assets.
Multinationals are being urged to examine their transfer pricing activity. Favourable tax jurisdictions across the world are
revisiting their tax treaties. The emphasis is to focus on developing markets, such as those in Africa. The stated
aim is to ensure multinationals remain competitive whilst also demonstrating substance.
However, jurisdictions face a dilemma. On the one hand countries are keen to remain tax competitive.
But on the other, businesses leveraging competitive country tax schemes are being branded as immoral by the
media and the politicians that set the rules to attract them.
The race to attract multinationals continues unabated, but more than ever, multinationals need to be
comfortable with every element of the structure of their business to avoid unnecessary public exposure
and scrutiny.

Taxand’s Take
As corporate tax policies now have the potential to damage global brands, ‘letterbox’ and conduit companies
are not the viable option they once were
All multinationals must ensure they continually examine their structures and strategy, making sure that the
relevant systems are in place. They should adhere to relevant policies re: what constitutes substance in
countries of operations
All multinationals should be prepared for the increase in scrutiny, ensuring that documentation is prepared to
demonstrate they pass the increasingly challenging substance requirements worldwide
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Legislative confusion and the
desire for stability
In the last year multinationals have suffered from heightened levels of
confusing messages around tax legislation by regulators and governments.
Alarmingly, nearly three quarters of global respondents said that
the regular political discussion around potential new tax measures

Nearly

3/4

is causing confusion and uncertainty amongst business decision

of respondents said regular discussion on

makers. This number rises to 100% in Asia, where recent high profile

new tax measures is causing uncertainty

cases involving Vodafone, Royal Dutch Shell, Microsoft and Nokia create

What are the key challenges facing your company’s tax department?
10%

2011
13%

Tax dispute resolution

20%
10%

Frequent changes
in legislation

12%
13%
8%

Compliance cost
and burden

12%
13%
10%

Managing effective
tax rate

12%
12%

uncertainty.
11% of multinationals said that ‘aligning a tax strategy to their business’ was the biggest problem faced by their tax departments.
‘Frequent changes in legislation’ and ‘managing effective tax rates’ also appeared high on the issue list. The tax uncertainty

10%

Dealing with multiple
jurisdictions

11%
10%

multinationals face is evident in the proposed regional implementation of a Financial Transaction Tax (FTT). First mooted in 2011, it
has faced continuous objections and delays. Two years later it is still unclear which countries have fully signed up, which businesses
will be affected and when or if it will ever be implemented. Understandably, confusion reigns supreme.

7%

Cash generation

9%
8%

Multinationals clearly desire international tax certainty to ensure long term investment and growth. When asked what tax initiatives
would encourage a move of headquarters, the majority of responses called for a ‘stable, clear and just tax regime’, with corporate

10%

Risk management

13%

tax rate reduction featuring as the next highest answer.
Mukesh Butani,
Taxand Asia

In the last 12 months multinationals have experienced a heightened
sense of alarm as sweeping legislative change, a plethora of court cases,
and frequent amendments to legislation have occupied the mind space of the
global tax arena. Stability of legislation and consistency in its administration
and judicial principles are of most concern to businesses and proving to
impact the confidence of investors.

11%
8%

Resources

versed in and ready to withstand disputes.

11%
5%
8%

Other

7%
8%

And new tax challenges for 2013 were:

Although decreasing in its prominence over the last three years, from 20% in 2011 to 10% in 2013, dispute resolution is still listed
as a key challenge for tax departments. Multinationals appear to be more adept at meeting compliance demands and are more

2013
2012

Data confidentiality

8%

Aligning tax strategy
with your business

11%

Taxand’s Take
Authorities in some areas are becoming less inclined to negotiate with multinationals before seeking litigation
action. Companies should establish robust procedures for dealing with requests and meticulously prepare
documents to combat any challenges brought against them
Multinationals should keep abreast of potential incoming changes to legislation and maintain an open dialogue
with tax authorities to achieve the highest level of stability
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The transfer pricing witch hunt
Transfer pricing remains firmly in the spotlight. The publication of the OECD’s guideline revisions, BEPS report and a
white paper on documentation, have added further weight to the scrutiny of multinationals. In 2013 transfer pricing
topped the list of areas receiving the most scrutiny from authorities and for the third consecutive year, 20% of
multinational respondents confirmed transfer pricing is the most challenging aspect of global taxation.

16%

Indirect tax

20%

Transfer pricing

Real estate tax

M&A tax

7%
10%

Compensation equity &

12%

employment tax

14%

Tax litigation / disputes

Individual tax

9%

Supply chain /
business restructuring

12%

Tax authorities are implementing a witch hunt around transfer pricing
as a means to collect their ‘fair share’ of tax. However, tax authorities have
TP & business
raised concerns about the level and quality of information received. Without
restructuring
this clarity, tax authorities are being more bullish and implementing transfer
service line leader pricing adjustments, for example in India where we have seen an 80%
increase in adjustments in the last year alone.
Antoine Glaize,
Taxand global

Tax guidelines in developed and developing countries
In practice, the OECD only represents 34 member countries across the developed world, meaning that a number of
developing nations are left under-represented. As a result, developing countries continue to call for the perceived
lack of clear and relevant transfer pricing guidance to be addressed.
In response, the UN developed a practical manual as guidance. Whilst it should be commended for its
work in this area, there is a real danger of a disjointed, twin-track system with differing rules, as countries
also grapple with OECD guidance. Corporations in developing countries would only benefit from a
simplified approach but it will take years for their processes to be on a par with developed nations,
who began adopting transfer pricing principles four decades ago. This creates a dichotomy for
multinationals operating in developed and developing nations, which will undeniably create an
increased compliance and documentation burden.

Taxand’s Take
Take time up front to prepare documentation with input from the appropriate internal stakeholders that
accurately captures the operational functions of a multinational. While this can be burdensome, there is no
substitute for being prepared should the taxing authorities examine your transfer pricing
Strategic advice can help mitigate any risk of double taxation and support a business’ increased profitability
through reducing its effective global tax rate
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International tax reform –
The impact of harmonisation and the
‘race to the bottom’

The expectation of increased competition is unsurprising, particularly given the ‘race to the bottom’ of corporate income
tax rates, evident across the globe in recent years as demonstrated in the results pictured left.
The increasing transparency associated with a globalised tax system creates potential issues around competition.
The first countries to adopt full transparency are likely to suffer a competitive disadvantage and multinationals could leave
for jurisdictions under less pressure to sign up to information exchange agreements.

Gertjan
Hesselberth,
Taxand Netherlands

2013 was a defining year in the globalisation of tax systems. This was partly a result
of the G20’s focus on corporate taxation, most notably through the commissioning
of the OECD study on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS), a potential game

Frederic
Donnedieu
de Vabres,
Chairman of
Taxand

changer for the international taxation of multinationals (see Focus below).
The ever increasing global tax co-operation has been seen at the highest political
levels, and through further collaboration between country tax authorities. Our
survey reveals that 82% of global respondents felt that their tax authority had been
co-operating more with other tax authorities around the world over the past year.
The survey findings are verified by the swathes of information exchange
agreements signed over the past year, as well as the G20’s intention to implement
the automatic exchange of tax information amongst members by the end of 2015,
as shown by results pictured right.
Perhaps more interesting is the overwhelming desire for global tax initiatives to
fundamentally reform the international tax architecture.
This appetite for change is a result of the increasing complexities and
compliance burden presented by the current system. Even prior to the BEPS
initiative, the OECD had a full agenda, tackling numerous issues, particularly
around permanent establishment and transfer pricing.

Although many see the actions
of the OECD as a reaction to
questionable tax planning initiatives,
the movement of business operations
to new jurisdictions by the vast
majority of multinationals remains
focused on their strategic goals.
This approach is in line with the BEPS
principles of creating real substance,
real R&D and real jobs, through a
policy of tax following business rather
than business following tax. We are
not just seeing a paper trail to pass
the substance tests.

Despite multinationals’ enthusiasm for international tax reform, they are wary of the form it might take. Survey respondents
were less eager for an internationally coordinated tax system based on a profit split approach, with less than half globally
seeing this as a realistic solution for corporate taxation.

Whilst the European Commission pays lip service to acceptable levels
of tax competition, there is a clear agenda for a more joined-up approach
– but it will take years for the new rules of the game to be established.
Governments face a three way tug of war as they try to raise revenues,
maintain tax competition, whilst publicly acknowledging the current moves
towards harmonisation.

Focus – The OECD’s Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS)
In September 2013, the G20 committed to two key initiatives:
1) automatic exchange of information
2) progression of the OECD’s Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS)
The Action Plan has 15 fundamental aspects, the outcomes of which are potential game changers for the international tax
system. One of the key drivers is the growth in digital commerce and a perceived missed opportunity for tax revenue by
many jurisdictions. Achieving global consensus on the taxation of digital commerce will undoubtedly be tricky.
Whilst a number of the proposals simplifying activities are welcomed, substantial questions remain over the nature of the
BEPS initiative and its outcomes. Perhaps the most fundamental question being who will be driving the reform, especially
when developing economies such as Argentina, Brazil and China, are not members of the OECD.
Keith O’Donnell,
Taxand
Luxembourg

There is substantial risk that the OECD will lack the firepower to harness
and control the G20 on this issue. Implementation, especially in developing
countries, will undoubtedly be extremely difficult further down the line.
It remains to be seen how a global consensus will be achieved on the back of
these initial proposals. Whilst the OECD can make specific recommendations,
they will have no binding effect and importantly, most governments are currently
dealing with their own significant budget deficits so are concentrating on
stimulating growth - often by attracting investment through tax regimes - above
anything else.

However, whilst a more harmonised approach to international tax and especially profit allocations, has its merits, if not
applied consistently across all taxing jurisdictions, multinationals could face significant risks of double taxation which impacts
investment, growth and jobs globally.

Competition: a race to the bottom?
Whilst there is appetite and momentum for the harmonisation of the global tax system, increased inter-country competition for
inward investment is hindering progress.

Taxand’s Take

Are global

Do you anticipate

initiatives to

that tax

fundamentally

87%

100%

desirable?

Global

Americas

Yes
No

The location of taxable profits, or ‘permanent establishment’, for example, is a difficult area, made even
84%

71%

will increase over
the next five years?

Global

Americas

85%

No

Recommendations in the BEPS Action Plan are likely to be implemented piecemeal, with countries adopting
precedents that they deem helpful, rather than as a result of OECD-drafted or guided treatments being
followed top-down. Multinational should:

Yes
82%

more complicated for companies with intangible assets whose profits are global in nature. A sudden burst of
information exchange activity may result in a period of rapid change for the international tax landscape

between countries

reform international
tax architecture

competitiveness

Multinationals must consider the potential implications of a reformed tax system for their business and structures.

90%

88%

Monitor the BEPS project from a domestic and global perspective and seek guidance to identify
significant risk areas
Implement appropriate strategies to ensure compliance and maximise opportunities where possible

Asia
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Scrutiny and the search for tax revenues
Yet again, multinationals have faced increasing levels of scrutiny from tax authorities as governments continue their focus on
corporate tax to counterbalance austerity measures. Globally, 73% of respondents have seen a rise in the frequency of tax audits.
2013 Results
Have you seen an increase

2012 Results

100%

100%

80%

80%

60%

60%

in the number of audits
undertaken by tax
authorities in the past year?

40%
62

73

83

Global

0%
Europe

0%
Asia

20%

Americas

20%

76

75

78

Global

100

Europe

40%
75

Asia

No

Americas

Yes

Increasing numbers of tax audits and the growing need to prove substance puts a strain on any tax department.
Authorities are targeting areas of tax within companies where they perceive an opportunity to increase tax take during
an audit process. The impact of enhanced tax authorities’ scrutiny means an increasing compliance burden with 78% of
multinationals reporting a rise in compliance costs over the past year.
Manuel Tamez,
Taxand Mexico

Due to the layers involved in a typical tax audit, playing these out over multiple
jurisdictions creates even more of a challenge. Companies operating across
jurisdictions should be aware that countries will fight for tax revenues. There is a
real threat of double taxation which multinationals need to watch out for.

Focus - The future of VAT
Over 150 countries operate VAT systems and the revenue raised accounts for approximately 20% of global tax collections.
We have seen rising VAT rates in Europe and GST implementation across a number of Asian countries. VAT is a reliable
revenue raiser that is increasingly pivotal to government finance, particularly when corporate tax rates are being lowered to
lure external investment.
Despite numerous attempts to bring VAT into effect in the US, it remains one of the only industrialised countries without
this type of sales tax. Many are questioning whether the US, and elsewhere, will implement this tax in the future. Some are

Taxand’s Take
Be alive to the politics of taxation and how this may affect the countries in which you are investing
Be prepared to go into much greater levels of detail to support income allocations to key jurisdictions
Begin an active programme of looking forward to anticipate audit trends by key tax jurisdictions
Ensure you have allocated enough resource to deal with increases in VAT and sales tax audits which follow
downturns in economic cycles
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even asking which country might boldly try to scrap corporate tax and replace it with a system based solely on sales.
Richard Baxter,
Taxand global
indirect tax
service line
leader

In periods of economic difficulty, governments have come to rely on sales taxes
and VAT as very effective and reliable revenue raisers. However, these types of taxes
come with disadvantages, particularly given the costs of monthly compliance.
Over the last forty years we have seen significant international pressure to adopt
VAT and sales taxes. Most countries in the world now have a mature VAT system
of some sort. As the conceptual and administrative difficulties associated with
international corporate tax competition have been exposed, it will be interesting to
see whether in the coming decade even greater reliance is placed on indirect taxes
to enable governments to collect their ‘fair share of tax’ in each jurisdiction.
www.taxand.com
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Methodology
Taxand has conducted its annual global survey with an exclusive selection of large multinational clients that operate
across industry sectors. Survey responses comprise interviews with CFOs, supported by tax/finance directors’ views.
The questions asked in the survey covered a range of topics, including: tax planning in a hostile environment; tax
authorities’ focus on substance; legislative confusion and the desire for stability; transfer pricing from an OECD & UN
perspective; global increase in audits; and the future of VAT.
Over half of the multinationals who participated in the Taxand Global Survey generate over USD 1 billion in revenues each
year. We received responses from CFOs and tax/finance directors in over 30 countries with operations in the Americas,
Europe, Asia and beyond.
The survey provides a current picture of the global tax landscape and how multinational companies interact with the
legislation and tax authorities that operate within it. The survey results are supported by Taxand’s Take - Taxand’s opinion
on the findings and actions for multinationals.

About Taxand
Taxand provides high quality, integrated tax advice worldwide. Our tax professionals, more than 400 tax partners and over
2,000 tax advisors in nearly 50 countries - grasp both the fine points of tax and the broader strategic implications, helping
you mitigate risk, manage your tax burden and drive the performance of your business.
We’re passionate about tax. We collaborate and share knowledge, capitalising on our expertise to provide you with high
quality, tailored advice that helps relieve the pressures associated with making complex tax decisions.
We’re also independent—ensuring that you adhere both to best practice and to tax law and that we remain free from
time-consuming audit-based conflict checks. This enables us to deliver practical advice, responsively.
Taxand has achieved worldwide market recognition. In the International Tax Review’s (ITR) World Tax 2014, 45 Taxand
locations were commended and a further 26 locations listed in ITR’s World Transfer Pricing 2014. 29 countries were voted
top in the ITR Transaction Tax Survey 2013 and 28 in ITR Tax Planning Survey 2013. Taxand has received 58 national
awards and 12 regional awards in the ITR European, Americas and Asia Tax Awards since 2009. These include Latin
America Tax Disputes Firm of the Year, European Private Equity Tax Firm of the Year, European Indirect Tax Firm of the
Year, European Tax Policy Firm of the Year, Asia Transfer Pricing Firm of the Year, and Asia Tax Policy Firm of the Year.
Full details of awards can be viewed at

www.taxand.com

Notice: As provided in Treasury Department Circular 230, this publication is not intended or written by any Taxand firms to be used, and cannot be used,
by a client or any other person or entity for the purpose of avoiding tax penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer. The information contained herein is
of a general nature, is up to date as of February 2014 and is subject to change. Readers are reminded that they should not consider this publication to be a
recommendation to undertake any tax position, nor consider the information contained therein to be complete. Before any item or treatment is reported, or
excluded from reporting on tax returns, financial statements or any other document, for any reason, readers should thoroughly evaluate their specific facts
and circumstances, and obtain the advice and assistance of qualified tax advisors. The information reported in this publication may not continue to apply
to a reader’s situation due to changing laws and associated authoritative literature, and readers are reminded to consult with their tax or other professional
advisors before determining if any information contained herein remains applicable to their facts and circumstances. Even though all reasonable care has
been taken in the preparation of this guide, Taxand and all of its firms do not accept any liability for any errors that it may contain or lack of update
before going to press, whether caused by negligence or otherwise, or for any losses, however caused, or sustained by any person. Descriptions of, or
references or access to, other publications within this publications do not imply any endorsement of them. Taxand is a global organisation of tax advisory
firms. Each firm in each country is a separate and independent legal entity responsible for delivering client services.
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